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FUTURE FOODS IN SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS 
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PLANT-BASED BEVERAGES VERSUS COW’S MILK

Deforestation Global warming 1. Coop (2022) ‘Plant-based food report’
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METHODS

Nutrient Indexgeneric = ∑ 𝑤 ×
,

   ( )
;

i= nutrient, j= food item, w= weighting factor
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UNDERSTANDING BEST PRACTICES FOR NUTRIENT METRICS 
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POINTS OF DIFFERENTIATION FRAMEWORK
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 No perfect index exists  important to understand the points of differentiation

 Points at which methodological application of the same nutrient metric can diverge (e.g., capping vs. 
not capping)
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CONCLUSION

Soy milk, when produced in certain regions, is a strong alternative to cow’s milk

Plant-based beverages are only nutritionally competitive with cow’s milk if fortified

On a nutritional-environmental combined basis, cow’s milk can be sustainable when compared to plant-based beverages

Choice of cow production system (e.g., feed composition) can influence results

Geographic origin of raw plant product needs further exploration (e.g., sustainability tradeoffs between Brazilian and 
French soy production)

Fortification should be strategically targeted at crops with low environmental impacts, when practical

The choice of nutrient metric can affect results: important to follow the points of differentiation framework

Aligned with the above, we developed the FSI20 metric to show which beverages are most suitable for a specific 
population
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Thank you


